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The Bowl of the Alchemist 

Writing comments and insights on a quickly changing environment may have its 

own merits, like never having a trouble on finding a subject to write on, but is 

sometimes painful and problematic as the updated agenda keeps changing 

frequently, and you risk to write on subjects already outdated or not of interest 

anymore. This issue risks to be surprisingly both at a time, outdated and self-

repeating in different points, such as Presidency (outdated?) and attack on CBRT 

(self-repeating). 

 

Our main theme for this year was designated as “misunderstanding” as stated in 

our previous issue, thanks to the financial institutions trading on data and not 

trying to understand the dynamics. We always state that Turkey is not a country 

that you can evaluate with your western economy / politics models, but a sui 

generis case like Japan; with its own values and dynamics. There is no change in 

this view from our side as the last 6 months have proven this idea to be right. 

 
In our previous issue, we have stated that the attack on the independence of the 

CBRT is one of the biggest mistakes and that this may de-rail the whole stability 

and credibility, as well as our main theme. Unfortunately our selected President 

seems not stopping, but accelerating on the contrary, to attack the Governor, with 

his interest – inflation comments surprising almost every investor and academic 

in the Western world. On the contrary, Medium Term Programme, which we have 

found quite reasonable and possible to attend, is a promising sign that the 

government is aware of the problems and trying to solve them. 

 
Last word on the company logo and identity. You may have recognized some 

change in our logo and branding. This is due to the new structure created by the 

joining of Mrs. Nilgun Erman to our company as a partner, with her vast 

experience of +20 years, and restructuring Mergen Consulting into a new 

corporation, providing all kind of services in Commercial Real Estate.  

 

I wish you all a happy reading… 

 

Dr. Kıvanç ERMAN 

Mergen Consulting 

Chairman 
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Politics 

 

Turkey has been passing through a very interesting period as we had a double election in 

2014 and 2015 will be the year of general elections. One of the good side of this 

concentration is that we will have no further distortion on these subjects for the coming 4 

years.  As stated in our flash note “Habemus Praefecus – We have a President” dated 11 

August 2014, Mr. Erdoğan has been selected, directly for the first time in Turkish history, as 

the President of the Republic. As stated in the flash note, this is surprising for Turkey as we 

do not have the Semi-Presidential system as is the case in France, but on the contrary, 

Turkish constitution foresees a President mostly for representative purposes as well as a 

compliance level, a well-known duty in parliamentary regimes. 

 

The result was a total victory for Erdoğan, as he has been elected in the first round, with 

around 52%, whereas Mr. Ekmeleddin İhsanoğlu, the umbrella candidate of MHP & CHP and 

a well-known intellect in the Islamic arena, remained at 38.5%. Mr. Demirtaş, although he 

created a huge sympathy that he had eroded later during the Kobani events, had remained 

at 9.5% levels. 

 

As we have underlined in the flash note, “It would not be a surprise for anyone that we will 

have an “easy-to-control” PM for the near future. However, as known, AKP is made of 

different fractures, and without direct charisma of Mr. Erdogan, we see a risk of these 

fractures to fall apart in the mid-future term. Such development will definitely bring 

problems as a “normal PM” will not let the elected President to intervene on a daily basis.” 

We see that the first part of our analysis has come true as Mr. Davutoğlu, selected as the PM 

after the crowning of the President, has so far proven that he is a “cooperating PM” rather 

than a “using all his powers” type. The second part of our analysis will definitely take some 

time to realize, yet we believe that an unexpected loss of success, let alone a defeat, will 

surely create a leverage for such problems to arise within AKP. 

 

Just to remind that we will be having the general elections for the parliamentary members 

on June 7th, from which we do not expect a defeat but a slight loss of power from AKP. When 

we look at the 2011 general election results, we see that AKP has won the elections with 

49.83% of the votes, increasing its votes by 3.17% but losing 14 chairs on the parliament. On 

the contrary, CHP had almost 26% of the votes, and increased the number of chairs by 23. 

The defeat had been on the MHP side, losing both 1.3% votes and 18 chairs. The biggest 
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dilemma was that AKP had increased the votes by losing chairs, an interesting signal stating 

that the people were granting them the authority to govern, but not to change the 

constitution. Obviously it is too early to tell something on the possible outcome of the 

elections but our intuition and educated guess, based on the history of ANAP after Mr. Özal 

became the President, is that the AKP will remain in power with losing more blood, both in 

terms of vote & chairs this time. 

 

One of the points we have stated in the flash note was that “By being elected as the 
President, Mr. Erdogan had himself an immunity for the coming 5 years, an important 
shield after the alleged corruption claims. Now he will have enough time to establish his 
‘exit strategy’ to neutralize the threats on his power such as the Community and others“ 
which has also become true, as Mr. President has started a witch hunt on the Community as 
soon as he has been crowned for the office, as expected. 
 

As we do not want to repeat ourselves and write the same things we have already written in 

our flash note, regarding the forecasts and analysis of the “selected” President, we will not 

be taking more of our readers’ time on the subject, yet we will be checking our stated thesis 

in the flash note from time to time. Our readers may find the original copy of the flash note 

on the library section of our website.  

 

Second half of the year was again sealed by the operations within the police force, as a part 

of the witch hunt towards the Community. Some members of the force, believed to be close 

to the Community, have been captured and expelled in July, creating more noise about the 

human rights, yet this time a less loud one as the witch hunt has been expected for a very 

long time.  

 

USA was of course one of the first destinations of the President after taking the office. 

Obviously Mr. Gulen was one of the key issues and as a part of the witch hunt, he has been 

officially demanded or his deportation is asked from the USA, where he lives. Although 

expected, this is another move which will bring nothing as Mr. Gulen will neither be 

deported nor transferred to Turkey, at least not by the USA. 

 

Another result of the war against Community is that the arrested army members due to the 

Operation Sledgehammer, about an alleged Coup d’Etat preparation within the armed 

forces, have been released after 4.5 years, as the accusations have been dropped due to the 

lack of enough evidence. As the Community members within the police force are expelled, 

they are mostly held accountable for such injustice, even with plantation of false evidence. 

Having spoken about Coup d’Etat, we have to state that the army generals who have 

organized and led the 1980 coup, have been sentenced as guilty for their actions after 34  
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years. They will not be imprisoned due to their old ages, yet they have been ripped off of 

their titles and ranks. Although a good step through the improvement of human rights and 

democracy, we do not see it a factor as most of these generals are over 75 or deceased 

already. Better late than never, though. 

 

New toys of the new President were much of an issue during the period just after Mr. 

Erdogan has taken office. Both the opposition and the media have been dealing with the 

price of the new palace constructed in Ankara for the President, as well as the new plane he 

ordered for the presidential use. To stop the rumours and the speculation, the Minister of 

Public Finance, Mr. Şimşek has made a declaration stating that the cost of the 1000-roomed 

palace was TRL 1.4 billion (roughly USD 600 million) and that the new plane was USD 185 

million.  

 

Alleged corruption accusations on 4 dismissed members of the cabinet continued during this 

period, yet both the commission investigating the accusations and the general assembly 

itself decided not to send these ex-ministers to Supreme Court for a trial. 

 

One of the most important events in the political arena during the second half was the ISIS 

advancement all along Turkish borders. ISIS continued to kill thousands of men and women, 

under the name of Jihad & Islam, and the survivors and the fugitives had to seek refuge from 

Turkey. Despite everything, Turkey has been a country which always helped the people in 

need thanks to its culture, as was the case in Afghan war helping Afghan refugees, which had 

nothing to do with Turkey. Again it was the case of course, and Turkey has provided refuge 

for more than 2 million Syrian nationals, seeking shelter from one of the most violent 

massacres of the history, without any external support from any other country. 

 

Effects of the ISIS advancement was not only limited with the increasing number of refugees 

but also started to hurt the benefits of other nations too. In this regard, despite no one has 

touched ISIS before, when they have started to siege and bomb Erbil, the US air forces did 

not hesitate to bomb the ISIS premises, protecting the western benefits on the Northern 

Iraq. In this regard, Turkey has been heavily criticized for not helping the Kurdish fighters 

against ISIS. 

 

Actually, one must see the real picture before making such comments and critics. Coming 

from such a culture stated above, we are against the massacre of innocent people and we 

support any fight for freedom against tyrants. Yet, the fight between ISIS and Kurdish 

guerrillas is a bit different and Turkish politics should be evaluated within this regard. The 
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spine of the fighting forces in Kobani is mostly from PKK, the arch-enemy of the Turkish 

Republic for the last 20 years, shed more than 35000 people’s blood including women, 

children, senior citizens and teachers in the region. PKK is defending Kobani with all the 

forces possible as the fall of Kobani means the end of the autonomy of the Kurdish region in 

Iraq & Syria. Despite there are other Kurdish forces allied with PKK in Kobani, who are in 

good relations with Turkey for years, it is not possible and logical for Turkish army to help 

Kurdish forces directly to defend Kobani against ISIS, who declared to have no urge against 

Turkey, at least for the moment. 80-85% of the population will be against a direct help to 

Kobani, meaning a direct support from Turkish Army, which will mean a direct support to 

PKK shedding the blood of the very same army. We do not find it logical to attack an army 

for 20 years and then to expect support when a third party hits you one day. It is exactly how 

Ottoman Empire has been dragged in to the WW 1 in 1914, therefore such move has deep 

roots in our national memory. 

 

However, to show the goodwill of the Country towards the Kurdish defence in Kobani and in 

the name of being human, Turkey agreed to open its borders to non-PKK Kurdish fighters 

from Northern Iraq, and secured a safe passage to them directly to Kobani. The governor of 

the Northern Iraq Autonomic Kurdish Region Mr. Barzani also stated that Turkey has 

provided weaponry and ammunition to the Kurdish fighters as well as a safe passage to 

Kobani. He also added that although the expectation was much bigger, Turkey helped at a 

reasonable level. 

 

Despite such indirect support from Turkey, the HDP, mostly representing the Kurdish votes, 

has made a call to streets at the beginning of October, an incredibly immature political move 

from Mr. Demirtaş, who gained a certain level of sympathy from all parts of Turkey during 

his run for the Presidency. Such irresponsibility has caused more than 35 people to die, lots 

of wounded people and a huge economic loss in the events during the 5 days following the 

call. Obviously HDP leaders could not stop and undo their irresponsible call despite their 

efforts, and Mr. Demirtaş has lost all the credibility and sympathy he has accumulated 

before and eroded his political gains. 
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Economics 

 

The main theme of the previous issue was “the misunderstanding”, stating basically the fact 

that the international institutions and financial houses were unable to understand and thus 

to forecast Turkish economy. This was the main reason for us to extend the gap between 

issues to 6 months, to analyse better the misunderstanding and unfortunately the 

misleading caused by these institutions. To be honest, we have experienced less 

misunderstanding in the second half of the year, but mostly because 2H is usually the more 

silent one in terms of forecasts and reports.  

 

In the second half, the most of the volatility on the markets were caused by the Moody’s 

credit rating expectation. Although no one expected a downgrade, this very 

misunderstanding created a moral hazard on the market, leading to a “possibility of 

downgrade” although no one expects it. Therefore, after the reiteration of credit ratings by 

the agencies, the volatility was pretty much limited, mostly on the FX side thanks to the 

international markets.  

 

In this issue, as there is not much development on the economic side during the 2H, we 

would like to use the opportunity to give more data, or actually more forecasts, thanks to 

the medium term programme declared by the government and our insights regarding these 

expectations. 

 

We have stated in The Alchemy V that the international financial institutions were changing 

their growth expectations, from 2-2.5% levels to 3-3.5% levels. Since then, we have observed 

the 2Q and 3Q data and the Medium Term Report, which will most probably yield a yearly 

growth of 3.3%. 

  

As we have stated previously, figures such as 2% seemed almost disastrous and should not 

be stated unless a very sound and proven model is involved. Our investment banking 

background suggests that these financial institutions always are extremely cautious, as the 

creator of these models are never accused of being on the safe side, yet they are crucified by 

being bullish in case of a crisis. 
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Quarterly Growth Figures 2007-2014

 

Source: Treasury 

 

 

 

As seen from the graphic above, despite the relatively contracted economic growth during 

the 2Q and 3Q, we still expect the economy to grow between 3-3.5%, still under the long 

term average of the Turkish economy. As we have numerously stated in our previous issues, 

due to the young population of Turkey, the country has to grow 5% on average in order to 

create new employment possibilities for the new additions to the labour force. However, 

due to certain reasons, such as economic turmoil in the international arena and the limited 

domestic demand, we have experienced another soft-landing in 2015 with limited 

contraction in the economy and slightly rising unemployment. In regards to this, the middle 

term program recently declared by the government aims to recover the growth to 5% levels 

until 2016 and to keep it at these levels for the future.  
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Annual Growth Figures 2000-2016 

 
Source: Treasury, Middle Term Programme 

 

 

Our veteran readers will realize the discrepancy regarding the future expectations between 

our previous issues and this one. This is mainly stemming from the fact that the recently 

declared Medium – Term Program (MTP) is more conservative, or maybe realistic, then the 

previous ones. As one should be doing, we have updated the forecasts we use in our tables 

according to the new MTP, as these are the official figures providing a guiding light to the 

economy. 

 

As we have numerously stated, CAD is also expected to contract due to the slow-down in the 

economy. We have always stated that CAD is not an input in the calculation but a 

consequence, therefore it should be treated such. As long as the Turkish economy grows, 

CAD will continue to grow due to the structure of the economy therefore we put a huge 

importance on the gas & petroleum deals that the government is trying to make in the close 

geography. Having mentioned the CAD, we are happy to see that the figures are as expected 

by previous Alchemy reports. As the currency went up, exports increased sharply and 

imports came down, shrinking the CAD drastically. 2013 CAD was USD 65 billion, 

corresponding to 7.9% of the GDP yet this figure is expected to shrink sharply to USD 46 

billion, almost 30%, corresponding to 5.7% of the GDP.  
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Growth & Current Account Deficit 1998-2016E 

 
    Source: Treasury, Middle Term Programme 

 

 

 

It is no surprise to the veteran readers of our Alchemy reports or to anyone following the 

Turkish economy objectively, that the CAD is extremely correlated with the growth figure, as 

can be seen in the graphic above. The increasing FX rate coupled with the slowdown in the 

economy was expected and will be providing a better environment for a shrinking CAD. 

However, as we always suggest, export / import coverage ratio is the short-term indicator to 

watch for any discrepancy, as we find any continuous trend under 60% alarming. 
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Ex-Im Coverage Ratio (Monthly) 

 
      Source: TURKSTAT 
 

As seen from the above chart, the Ex-Im coverage of the Turkish economy is volatile but over 

the 60% level for the last 12 months increasing, despite a retreat from a peak over 73%, 

thanks to the easing of the TRL. The MTP is also forecasting a recovering Ex-Im ratio on 

annual basis, recovering from 2013’s 60.3% to 68.4% until the end of 2017. 

 

 

Ex-Im Coverage Ratio (Annually) 

 
Source: TURKSTAT, MTP 
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Therefore, we gladly reiterate and remember our paragraph from the previous issue: 

“Hence, we still believe that the CAD is not a crisis-bearing indicator anymore but one 

should be aware of the FX volatility possibility created by the deficit in the medium run. 

The volatility so far created the adjustment by overreacting to an event or an indicator and 

established a new equilibrium level according to the demand & supply. However, as 

statistically proven by one of our previous papers, the unexpected volatility itself is the 

problem for market players rather than the level of FX rates. For further details on the 

subject, we suggest our readers to refer our paper, “FX or TRL Rents”¸ found in the library 

section of our website.” 

 

 

 

Monthly Oil Prices 

 
     Source: Foreks 

 

 

 

Despite our confidence about the CAD and its financing, as we have stated in our previous 

issue, the financing of the CAD is much more important than its absolute size. We have seen 

in 2014 that CBTR has lost a significant amount of its net international reserves, almost 14%, 

which may be quite problematic in case of a growing CAD. Yet, the CAD is expected to 

remain under pressure thanks to increasing FX rate and the falling petroleum prices. One 
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should also note that the MTP foresees the price of the oil / barrel as USD 99, where the 

current price is less than half of this forecast as seen in the above chart, leaving more room 

to decrease the CAD. Please note that every USD 10 price drop per barrel in oil prices bring 

down the CAD USD 4.4 billion on annual basis. This will also put a pressure on inflation as a 

bonus. 

 

 

 

CBRT International Reserves incl. Gold 

 
           Source: CBRT 

 

 

 

As we have always stated, public sector gross debt is one of the areas that Turkey is strong 

and better than most of the EU members. With an EU Defined debt ratio of below 35%, 

Turkey is one of the few countries in Europe satisfying the Maastricht criteria in this 

particular field. 
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EU Defined Debt Ratio (% of GDP) 

 
Source: TURKSTAT, MTP 

 

 

 

As can be seen from the chart above, the Public Sector Gross Debt is in a declining trend and 

the MTP forecasts it to continue for the coming years as well. As we had a detailed section 

on the international debt levels of Turkey in our previous issue, we see no reason to create 

duplication and boredom for our readers. 

 

One of the silently alarming indicators is the unemployment data, even despite the new EU 

compatible series which creates lower levels, again jumping over the 10% threshold. As 

always stated, Turkey, due to the huge young generation coming, has to grow at least 5% on 

average to create enough new jobs and to decrease unemployment. We believe that it is 

normal to have a pike in the unemployment in a year where the growth expectations were 

even surprising at 3.3% levels, obviously insufficient for such addition to the labour force. 
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Unemployment (New EU Compatible Series) 

 
    Source: TURKSTAT 

 

 

However, the government envisages a better picture for the coming years, directly linked 

with the expected growth figures of the MTP. As can be seen from the below chart, the MTP 

aims to keep the unemployment below the 10% threshold, in line with a better growth 

projection.  

 

 

Unemployment Figures 2001 - 2017 

 
Source: TURKSTAT, MTP 
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Although the main theme of this year is “misunderstanding”, we have stated in The Alchemy 

Vol. V that it is a reality that sometimes we are doing our best to be misunderstood, or at 

least to market ourselves negatively, considering that the debate of the 1H was on the 

independency of the CBRT, which we see as a huge risk and a development which may de-

rail the current situation.  

 

Erdoğan’s attack on the CB Governor and the monetary policy did not unfortunately stopped 

even after he has become a President, a post who has nothing to do with the monetary 

policy. Even after his surprising speech putting forward that interest rates and inflation are 

positively correlated and that interest rates are the reason of inflation, not the way around, 

he did not stop to attack the CB governor’s policy preference after each rate decision. In our 

belief, the CB is doing the right thing in a world where the expected growth is slow and the 

inflation is high, to prevent any risk of stagflation, yet as Mr. President believes that the high 

level of interest IS the reason for inflation, he keeps pushing the Governor to cut rates 

aggressively. As we have stated and warned previously, we see such intervention as a huge 

risk which may jeopardize the currently stable economic condition in case the government 

starts to dictate the CBTR. As stated, we will reconsider our bullish long term view if such 

independence lost is in the agenda. 

 

 

CBTR Policy Rate (1W Repo) 

 
          Source: CBRT 
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As stated in the above paragraphs, considering the below chart, we believe that the 

Governor has every right to behave cautiously, given the recent rise in the inflation. 

Although during the last months we see a glimpse of a turndown, we believe that staying 

cautious in such an environment will have its own reward in the mid-term. 

 

 

Inflation & Benchmark Rates 

 

 
                Source: TURKSTAT, CBRT 

 

 

 

The above chart shows us that the benchmark interest rate is trying to be positive again, as 

is the normal situation in a healthy economy. The inflation is trying to ease down after a 

peak at the beginning of the year and a small spike at the end of 1H, yet the negative 

interest, not much sustainable and healthy for a long term in an economy, is trying to reach 

a normal level. This is simply a reestablishment of a new equilibrium level in a lower growth 

environment, therefore we are not that panicking due to the short-term turmoil in these 

levels. 

 

As we are accustomed, we will be looking at other aggregates as well, in order to establish 

our base line scenario.   
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   Industrial Production Index 

    
   Source: TURKSTAT, CBRT  

              Capacity Utilization Rate 

  

Source: TURKSTAT, CBRT 

 

 

Both the Industrial Production Index and Capacity Utilization Rate seem normal for a year of 

lesser growth. However, Consumer Confidence Index is what worries us, as seen in the 

below chart, as it continues to decline relentlessly for the last 6 months. Although this may 

also be seen normal in a year of lesser growth, it is usually not very easy to turn the 

confidence up easily, therefore we believe that the consumers will be reluctant to hope 

better for the foreseeable future, at least during the 1H of 2015. 
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Consumer Confidence Index 

 
Source: TURKSTAT, CBRT 

 

 

Our veteran readers are already aware of our obsession in energy sector, as we see this area 

where Turkey can make changes in the short run and decrease the cost of energy it is using, 

a giant step in decreasing the CAD structurally. We believe that Turkey can make real 

changes by certain arrangements based on its political power and geographical leverage, as 

is the case for the some improvements recently.  

 

Northern Iraqi petroleum, coming from the Kurdish Autonomic Region, is vital for Turkey in 

this regard, according to our view. The oil coming from this region has already surpassed 15 

million barrels in 2014, reaching a total value of over USD 1.5 billion. It is rumoured that 40 

ships loaded with Kurdish petroleum is wandering around the global waters, reaching to 

buyers such as Singapore, USA, Spain and Israel. In order to provide better service to its 

clients, Turkey has been investing around USD 120 million to increase its warehousing 

capacity 300.000 m³ to 5 million barrels. Plus, Turkey has an intention to provide natural gas 

from the same region, reaching 20% of its annual use. As Turkey is now buying natural gas 

from Iran, Azerbaijan and Russia, this will be a way of diversifying its providers and having a 

leverage on the pricing negotiations. As Kurdish Region and Iraqi Government have 

compromised in the sharing of the proceedings of the oil sale, we believe that this move will 

prove itself quite beneficial in the very short term.   
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An interesting development during November was the declaration coming from Tupras, one 

of the biggest petroleum refineries in Turkey, declaring that it has an agreement with the 

Kurdish Region and Iraqi Government to buy Kurdish petroleum. This declaration was 

welcome by all parties and it is also stated that buying of Kurdish Natural Gas is also an 

option. 

 

In addition to this, Turkey is now in talks with Gazprom to establish a new pipeline called 

Project Turkish Flow, a joint move against EU, to transport 63 billion m³ of natural gas. The 

expected cost of this pipeline will be USD 12.2 billion. This will be an additional pipeline to 

the previously decided Project Blue Flow, which will be switching Ukraine off and will flow 

directly over Turkey. Please also remember the TANAP project we have mentioned in The 

Alchemy Vol. V, where Turkey’s share has increased to 30%, with a cost of USD 45 billion and 

a capacity of 31 billion m³ annually, to add to these moves. We would like to remind our 

followers the below paragraph from the pages of The Alchemy Vol. V: 

 

“Energy is another area where we are very fond of. Turkey has increased its share in 

TANAP to 30% from previous 20%, securing an important share in transportation of Azeri 

natural gas and petroleum. In addition to this, TPAO, Turkey’s national petroleum 

company, has increased its share in Şahdeniz Project, biggest Natural gas project in 

Azerbaijan,  from 9% to 19%, buying an additional shares from TOTAL in exchange of USD 

1.5 billion. We believe that such moves will strengthen Turkey’s position in energy wars in 

the long run.” 

 

As usual, in light of the indicators analysed above, we continue by summarizing our thoughts 

and checking the main theme again, in order to see the implications on our real estate 

strategy as follows, also self-criticising our findings in previous issues:  

 

1. Misunderstanding has been the main theme of the year as most of the international 

financial institutions had to re-evaluate their growth expectations following the 

release of the 1Q growth figures. Some of these figures are from 2% to 3.5%, even 

pushing us to think about the reliability and sincerity of these models produced. We 

do not want to call this as hypocrisy, yet we would like to reiterate our sceptic 

approach to such models. At the very best case, we accuse these institutions by 

“misunderstanding” the facts, or not understanding at all. 
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2. We believe that 2015 will be another volatile year with a better growth, despite the 

general elections to be held on June. We do not expect a surprise in the elections, at 

least for now, yet we expect AKP to lose more blood, due to the crowning of Erdoğan 

as a President. A coalition government, which we do not foresee for the moment, is 

as close to a catastrophe possibility as we can get, yet as stated, we do not foresee 

such result. In such case, we will re-evaluate our strategy for the future. 

 

 

3. President Erdoğan is expected to play more on a possible Presidential System in 

Turkey, in order to legitimate his current interventions. Our system does not foresee 

such President, yet he has to be legalized somehow. However, we believe that such 

regime without proper checks and balances will be another catastrophe for us.  

 

 

4. Our expectation about the shrinking of the CAD has been realized and we expect 

further decrease in the CAD, given the oil prices, current level of FX and a lower 

economic growth. Therefore we expect the FX to come down during 2015. 

 

 

5. We believe that the recently declared Medium Term Program is a solid and truth-

reflecting one, compared to the previous program’s expectations. We believe that 

the growth, inflation and unemployment figures are attainable and even may be a 

little conservative.  

 

 

6. We still believe that the low level of leverage in the economy (32%) is still the biggest 

cannon in the arsenal. We believe that the indebtedness of the Turkish companies is 

not an issue as they have huge cash abroad. 

 

 

7. As stated on the previous issue “Obviously we see certain risks on the market. Apart 

from the political risk, we see that the PM’s intervention to the CBRT’s 

independence is a huge risk that the market is not yet pricing. We believe that the 

independency of the CBRT is crucial and fatal and if such an invasion happens, we 

may need to change our main theme drastically.” We believe in the independence 

of the CBTR and losing it may affect the economic expectations fundamentally.  
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8. With the recent moves from the global central banks and President’s pressure on the 

CBTR, it seems like that the rates will continue to be at low levels for a while, putting 

us on a relief about the residential sector. However, we remain sceptical about the 

future of this sub-market, given the huge supply and lower absorption rate. Our 

cautious approach seemed a little bit overprotective for 2014 as even such a lesser 

growth and higher FX volatility year has brought the historical record level in 

residential sales.  

 

 

Therefore, as stated for a long time in our reports, we do not see any reason to change our 

current bullish approach on the economy and the real estate market. 
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Commercial Real Estate Markets 

 

As is the case during the 1H 2014, the growth in the shopping centre industry has continued, 

albeit at a decreasing pace. During the 2H 2014, 7 shopping centres have opened but at a 

total GLA of 197.000 sqm; despite the huge growth in 1H with a 6 centres at 390.000 sqm. 

The main reason for the dominance of the 1H was the giant Mall of Istanbul and Akasya 

Acıbadem projects, totalling a GLA of 228.000 sqm. This brought the total growth to a 

587.000 sqm  

 

 
          Source: Turkish Council of Shopping Centres 

 

 

At this very point in the previous issue, we have stated the following paragraph, which 

seems quite intact for the moment:  

 

“In the first half of 2014, we have seen 6 centres opening in 4 different cities. Although 3 of 

6 centres opened are in Istanbul, this ratio is more than half when considered according to 

the GLA, thanks to the giant Mall of Istanbul and another super-regional centre, Akasya 

Acıbadem. In terms of GLA, 69% of the new openings is in Istanbul, strengthening the 

accustomed 40/60 ratio slightly. In the second half, we do not expect further giant 

openings in Istanbul.”  

 

As stated, despite the fact that Istanbul still keeps the leadership in new openings and the 

total GLA, we did not see any giant openings during the 2H, 3 centres totalling a GLA of 

103.000 sqm whereas out of Istanbul openings were 4 centres with a total of 94.000 sqm. 

This still keeps the well-known ratio of Istanbul intact at 39% of the total supply. 

2H 14 Openings City GLA (sqm)

Gimart Outlet Ankara 30,000           

Park Vera Ankara 40,000           

Palerium AVM Erzurum 13,500           

Metrogarden Istanbul 32,000           

Özdilekpark İstanbul Istanbul 46,000           

Rings AVM Istanbul 25,000           

Pomelon Muğla 10,500           
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   Source: Turkish Council of Shopping Centres 

 

 

We have also stated in Alchemy V that without any further giant openings in 2H, we were 

expecting that 2014 would be a milder year in GLA growth, and that we may be reaching to a 

saturation level as we have already hit a huge GLA, coupled with lower pace of growth: 

 

“Actually, without any further giant openings, 2014 will be a softer year given that Turkish 

market grows on average almost 13-14% in terms of GLA on annual basis for the last 

couple of years, yet as we are approaching to saturation, we consider this level of opening 

quite normal.” 

 

The below chart shows us the GLA growth rate for the last 15 years, and 2014 seems to be 

the smallest growth year during the period , where the supply grew only 4%. The chart also 

shows that we are under the 5Y moving average for the last 6 years, proving that the market 

is at a slowing pace, probably reaching a saturation point. The AYD data, which does not 

show the number of shopping centres closing, is inconsistent when you add the new 

openings with the previous stock; yet as it shows the GLA stock at any time, the pace of 

growth shows us the slow-down in new opening size, despite the fact that the average size 

of shopping centres has almost doubled since 2000. Considering the fact that there will be 

giant openings in 2016-2017 period; such as Emaar Square with 150.000 sqm, VadIstanbul 

with 95.000 sqm and Maslak 1453 with more than 100.000 sqm; it is too early to suggest 

that we have reached the saturation point, yet it is a reality that we are on our way to.  

 

As of 2014 YE Active Under Const / Planned Total

Unit 100 30 130

Istanbul

GLA (sqm) 3,817,112 1,259,320 5,076,432

Unit 238 75 313

Other

GLA (sqm) 5,920,555 2,473,403 8,393,958

Unit 338 105 443

Total

GLA (sqm) 9,737,667 3,732,723 13,470,390
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   GLA Growth Rate (%) 

 
      Source: Mergen Consulting. 

 

 

 

We always believe that the GLA stock and the density are not the only and sufficient 

indicators to understand the saturation point as they can be very misleading. We always 

believe in adjusted figures according to the purchasing power. Although some research 

houses and leasing agents make comparisons with the European GLA figures and state that 

given the density we are one third of the European average; we take these statements as 

non-educated guesses, if not bias. We consider this comparing apples to oranges as the 

European average purchasing power is almost the triple of ours. We intend to make a study 

of such benchmarking during the 1H of 2015, when the 2014 GDPs of all countries are 

declared.   

 

Actually this benchmarking is also true for the comparison of cities too. We have been 

comparing the cities with unadjusted figures so far, accepting the purchasing power “equal”. 

We are aware of the major assumption we have been making, accepting the distribution of 

purchasing power equal all around the country, but this is a mistake we had to make so far 

as the market was moving with a huge growth. Yet may be the time is coming to provide the 

adjusted data as well, in addition to the classic data, as everyone will be continuing to do so. 

For the moment, we do not want to exhaust our readers with this debate and save it for a 

special paper that we are willing to issue soon. 
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           Source: Turkish Council of Shopping Centres 

 

 

Istanbul continues to be the densest city in Turkey in terms of GLA / 000 capita as expected, 

and we believe that it will remain as so for a very long time, given the giant pipeline projects 

stated above. There may be some temporary periods for Ankara as a leader but this will be a 

matter of timing as this is only possible in case of delays in Istanbul projects. It is a reality 

that Istanbul will remain as the densest city for a very long time. The above table shows us 

that the density for Turkey is 128.76 whereas Istanbul more than doubles this figure with 

275.51 and Ankara follows Istanbul closely with almost 272 sqm / 000 capita. 

 

AYD dataset suggest that the GLA/000 capita is 128.76 for the whole country for YE 2014, 

whereas for 2013 and 2012 this figure was 123 and 115 respectively. The below table shows 

us the past figures for the city density, proving our thesis that Istanbul will remain as the 

leader in this game.  
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Source: Turkish Council of Shopping Centres 

 

 

Careful readers will immediately show the discrepancy in the above figures as the data for 

Istanbul has come down in 2013 and jumped back in 2014. This is not because of a series of 

close down of shopping centres but merely a correction / adjustment in the AYD dataset, 

becoming more reliable after 2013. 

 

 

 

Retail Stock & Pipeline 

 
 Source: Turkish Council of Shopping Centres 
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Last word on retail is about the prime rent as usual. We stick to our statement in our 

previous issue, which will remain as a fact for a very long time: 

 

“As we have stated in our previous issues, the prime rent increased slightly with the 

opening of Zorlu Centre, to € 85 level. The current volatility in the FX rates and the currency 

fixations on the retail market limits the further increase, therefore we believe that we will 

see the next important hike with the opening of Emaar Square.” 

 

Our veteran readers are aware that the office data we have been using is coming from 

Propin, one of the leading office agents in the market. Propin has been issuing research and 

comparatively reliable data since 2006, therefore we tend to rely on their data considering 

the changes in the market, as the most reliable and accessible source on the market. 

Although there are some other houses issuing office data on the market, we tend to rely on 

Propin as they have a long track record and they are also involved in all sorts of trading. 

However, when it comes to the stock data on the market, as is the case in retail, we have a 

bigger confusion as the classification amongst the grades of the offices are more blurred. 

Despite Propin’s figure of 3.5 million sqm of A Grade offices, the recent report by C&W 

suggests that the total stock is over 4 million sqm. To be on the safe side, we accept the total 

A Grade stock between 3.5 - 4 million sqm and the upcoming certain pipeline until 2017YE as 

2.5 million sqm, including the planned projects.  

 

As stated in the previous report, “Normally, CBD holds approximately 38% of the total stock 

whereas Non-CBD Europe is around 27%. Despite the coming pipeline is almost one third of 

the current stock, the future breakdown is not promising a huge change, meaning that at 

least for the coming 3 to 5 years, the breakdown of the stock will not experience a 

dramatic change.” 
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Source: Propin, Mergen Consulting. 

 

 

The paragraph we have stated in Alchemy IV & V on this very page seems still valid, although 

we have already repeated twice: 

 
“The above graph suggests the vacancy figures in the notable office regions of Istanbul. 

The jump in the vacancy is mostly stemmed from the recently completed projects, 

especially in Maslak and Umraniye districts, therefore does not signify a crisis but a period 

of suppression in the rent levels. The expected vacancy in the CBD is still around 4-5% levels 

in time, despite the current jump due to the new entries, whereas in the periphery this 

figure goes up to double digits, especially in the non-traditional office areas like Basın 

Express Road & Airport region. Although close-to-airport locations are much preferred in 

western countries, lack of mass transportation is still a valid factor for these areas, limiting 

the decision makers to make their choices.” 

 

We only add that the reason of increasing vacancy in Levent region is the completed projects 

rather than a demand problem, as is the case for other districts. However, we must also 

make a small explanation that certain level of vacancy in Maslak is created due to the 

demand choice, as some of the previous demand in Maslak is now switching to Kağıthane  
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region as more economic and accessible projects are now completed. We believe that, 

especially after the opening of VadIstanbul project, Kağıthane district will be the new 

Maslak, with more affordable rents and more quality infrastructure. 

 

We have always stated that, due to the huge pipeline, we believe that the rent levels will be 

suppressed for a while despite the demand on the market. Below chart shows us the past 

prime rent levels asked by the landlord for the last 5 years: 

 

 

 
      Source: Propin, Mergen Consulting. 

 

 

Considering the increasing vacancy (due to the new entries into the market) and the strong 

pipeline, we still keep the prime rent stable at € 35 / $ 40 levels. We must state that the 

increase in the EUR side of the prime rent level is due to the volatility in the EUR / USD 

parity, rather than a value increase. As always stated, although we have witnessed some 

transactions above these levels, we must state that these are individual, small-sized 

transactions and it is too early to become a trustable market data. 
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One of the most important events for the office market in the 2H was the opening of the 

Orjin Plaza in Maslak, owned by Orjin Group, the majority partners of IstinyePark. The 

building, with 36000 sqm GLA on 13 floors, provide a perfect location at the entry of Maslak, 

and a very efficient layout for tenants. The building is almost fully let and Ernst & Young, AIG, 

Zurich Insurance and Paksoy Law Firm are amongst the prestigious tenants. The building has 

1100 carparks and hosts 8 meeting rooms, 900 sqm of fitness and various restaurants 

underneath. 

  

It is a pleasure for us to see that there are some new developments on the Turkish office 

market, as was the case in 1H, where we have seen a pre-lease of Denizbank, for 60,000 sqm 

of offices in Torun Tower. In 2H, we have seen some transactions, namely in VadIstanbul and 

in other office projects, stating us that pre-selling of complete buildings for owner occupier 

usage is also trending. In addition to this, C&W suggests that the take up in 2014 was 

287,000 sqm; a record figure for the last decade.  

 

A legal reminder about the 2H is that the law, providing a possibility to the landlord to kick-

out tenants after 10 years of tenancy without any fault of the tenant, has become valid as of 

July 1st, 2014. Although we do not foresee any immediate implications, we believe that this 

will be strengthening the landlords’ hand in re-leasing negotiations. 

 

Another legal development was about the shopping centres, yet at the beginning of 2015. 

Our veteran readers are aware of the proposal coming to the National Assembly to be voted, 

affecting the future of the shopping centres as they contain some articles on the permits of 

the shopping centres to be developed. As we have issued a detailed flash note on the code 

after it has been approved by the NA, we will not go too much into detail here, but just state 

the details forwarded by the Association of Shopping Centres Investors (AYD): 

 

(Article 5.10) Issuance of Building Licenses by the Metropolitan Municipalities and Obtaining 
Opinion from the Chamber of Artisans: The Metropolitan Municipalities are authorized to grant the 
building licenses related to Shopping Malls, occupancy licenses and workplace and working licenses 
for areas qualified as the metropolitan cities. In addition, the principle of obtaining the opinion of 
the Chamber of Commerce or Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Chamber of Craftsmen 
and Artisans before granting the building license is regulated. 
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- (Article 10.2/3) The Restrictions for Continuous Discount Sales: In terms of continuous discount 
sales (clearance, end of season or outlet sales) in order the mall to be called as “outlet”, all units 
should sell this type of product and each unit should sell in this nature at least seventy percent rate 
of those quality. 
 
- (Article 11.2/3) Common Uses Areas: The obligation to arrange the common areas of malls at a 
certain percentage for socio-cultural activities and emergency medical unit, place of worship, baby 
care rooms, kids play areas is regulated. A transition period of 1 year is envisaged. 
 
- (article 12.1/2) Area Allocation: The obligation to rent a five percent of total sales area to the 
craftsmen and artisans at the fair value and to rent the two thousandths to the professionals 
tending to disappear to the amount not exceeding one-fourth of the fair market rental is regulated. 
 
- (Article 13) Working Hours: The principle of obtaining the opinion of the relevant Chamber of 
Craftsmen and Artisans where they are bonded in terms of working hours of certain professions is 
regulated. The working hours of Shopping Malls in general remain unaffected that is to say the 
Governors will bear their own discretion right. 
 
The new regulation enabling the sale of alcohol drinks in the Shopping Malls as per the Article 19 of 
the Bill has been omitted at the Commission phase. Thus, except the units having tourism license, 
no units will be able to sell alcohol drinks in the Shopping Malls. 

 

 

The proposal has been approved by the National Assembly and entered into effect as of end 

of January. Not to exhaust our readers, we will not be enter into detail and we suggest you 

to refer our related flash note for details. 
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Investment Market 

 

During our previous issue, The Alchemy V, we have stated “1H 2014 was a little bit muted in 

terms of transactional evidence, compared to the relatively hotter 2013 and 2012. As 

stated previously, 2012 was sealed by transactions from the locals as well as the 

international big funds such as Blackstone and GIC. 2013, on the contrary, was sealed by 

office deals from the local investors.” 

 

Surprisingly, 2H was a bit more active, some on the real estate side and the others on the 

relevant sectors such as banking and retail. 

 

Probably the most important development was that GIC, the giant Singapore sovereign 

wealth fund, which has been investing in Rönesans-developed shopping centres for the last 

years, has agreed with Ronesans to buy 21.4% of the well-known development company by 

injecting € 250 million during a capital increase. This is a huge move, after Blackstone buying 

Redevco platform, showing the interest into the Turkish market. 

 

VadIstanbul, one of our favourite office developments in Istanbul, continued its successful 

office marketing, by which they managed to sell another of its blocks to Azeri petroleum 

giant, SOCAR, for owner occupier purposes. SOCAR, bought a 19.000 sqm of gross area at a 

price of USD 75 million including the VAT, will move its headquarters to VadIstanbul. The 

sqm price corresponds to USD 3350 + VAT, quite reasonable for such investment.    

 

Such development deal has also been experienced on the Asian side of Istanbul as well. A 

local investor has bought the south block of Nida Tower in Ataşehir, at a price of USD 103.4 

million for 32.000 sqm of GLA. The sqm price is slightly lower than the VadIstanbul price, 

reflecting the difference between European and Asian side investment parameters.  

 

Another real estate investment news have come from Esas Holding, known with its 

secondary city development projects. Esas Holding has bought Demirpark, the only shopping 

centre in Zonguldak, at a price of € 29.5 million. Our calculations suggest that the transaction 

yield is over 10%, a surprisingly high yield for a successful yet secondary / tertiary city 

investment. The shopping centre, opened in 2009, has a GLA of 22.000 sqm and is fully let. 
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It was on the newspapers that Boyner Holding & Ülker Group were trying to sell their JV in 

the shopping centre sector, StarCity, located pretty close to Istanbul Ataturk Airport, a 

functioning outlet surrounded with a huge competition. Unfortunately the centre is not 

performing very brightly since the opening yet it has the advantage of hosting most of the 

Boyner / Beymen brands. An international development group, who used to be in Turkey 

previously, is in negotiations to buy the centre, again at a yield over 10%, yet our market 

intelligence suggests that it seems hard for the deal to close unless a huge discount is 

applied. The centre has been opened in 2010 with a GLA of 47300 sqm. The negotiated price 

is assumed to be € 85 million.  

 

Although at least some trades are printing, we must be cautious on these two deals, as these 

should not set a benchmark for future references, given their relatively distressed nature.  

 

On the brands side of the retail investment market, we still see some developments, 

especially by Turkish companies. For the last couple of issues, we have been stating that 

Turkish companies are stronger than they seem, and that they have a huge credibility in 

financial environments. Probably the best example of this is the acquisition of United 

Biscuits by Ülker Group, at a price of USD 3.2 billion. With this acquisition, Ülker Group 

became the 3rd biggest biscuit producer in the world. The first payment of this acquisition 

has shaken the country accounts as the net investments have fallen USD 1 billion during 

November. 

 

This is not the only investment abroad done by Turkish investors. As we have stated in the 

previous issue of The Alchemy, TPAO has acquired TOTAL’s share in Şahdeniz Project at a 

price of   USD 1.4 billion. With other Turkish investments abroad, the annual figure has 

recorded a new high with USD 6.6 billion in 2014, after 2014’s record figure of USD 4.1 

billion. 

 

Beğendik hypermarkets acquired Turkish arm of Real, previously belonged to Metro Group, 

with its 12 stores and the headquarters as a platform. Both sides are refraining from making 

a comment on the deal price, due to their agreement. 
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In addition to all these acquisitions, Anadolu Group, well known with their investments in 

food and beverage in Turkey and Russia, has acquired 40.25% of Migros, at a premium of 

36% over the ISE trading price, corresponding to a price of TL 1.8 billion or roughly € 600 

million. The remaining 40.25% will be kept by BC Partners, who has been assumed to make 

more than € 1 billion profit on this deal.   

 

Contrary to the investments of Turkish companies abroad, another news has come from 

Garanti Bank, whose 25.01% has been previously acquired by Spanish BBVA. The Spanish 

financial group has used its call option for more shares and acquired 14.89% more of Garanti 

Bank, reaching a total of 39.9%, at a price of TL 5.5 billion or roughly € 2 billion. The new 

shareholder structure of the Bank suggest that BBVA is the single majority with 39.9% 

whereas 50.1% of the bank is listed in the BorsaIstanbul. Remaining 10% is owned by Doğuş 

Group. 

 

Our European readers, and of course the interested parties, are aware that Corio will be 

bought out by Klepierre, as the Dutch investor had a pretty hard time after the crisis. This 

will be another acquisition of global platforms, similar to the Multi – Blackstone deal, and 

the French development giant will make an entry to the Turkish market from the back door. 

Just for the sake of knowledge, Corio currently has 7 shopping centres in different cities, 

including the listed shares of Akmerkez via the related REIT, acquired from the IPO at the 

time. Since its entrance into the market via Akmerkez IPO, Corio has invested more than € 

500 million into Turkish market. 

 

Speaking of REITs, it is time to state that government is now working on cancelling the tax 

exemption on REITs, as they are not serving for the aimed purpose anymore. We have been 

stating for a long time that in Turkey, REITs are not serving their original purposes as they 

are mostly used as exit strategies by the underlying developers. As the offering developers 

are taking the raised fund directly into their pockets, the REIT remain as they are, not 

growing and not investing once their pipeline is finished. There are very few exceptions to 

that for the last 5 years, therefore we believe that the government has come to a conclusion 

where REITs do not deserve the 20% corporate tax exemption. Although this tax shield will 

be removed, in order to protect functioning REITs, the tax exemption for 15% withholding 

tax on dividend distribution will most probably kept. They are also planned to remain 

exempt from stamp duties as well. 
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On the privatization side, we must state that it has been a positive year gain, as PM Erdoğan 

has signed a total of USD 3.7 billion of privatization before he was crowned as the President 

and reached a total of USD 56 billion during his reign as a prime minister, a record really 

hard to break for a very long time. 

 

One last word on the investment market will come about the residential market. Our 

veteran readers will quickly remember that we are and have always been sceptic on the 

residential sector and we have been seeing it as a ticking bomb. However, as the rates 

continued to be low and the foreseeable future brings not much rate hike, the residential 

market was extremely busy this year, and broke through the 1 million unit threshold on 

annual basis, despite the volatility of the FX market effecting the TL pricing. The number of 

residential sales reached to 1.165.381 units in 2014, slightly over 2013 figures reaching 1.15 

million. Istanbul almost kept its share of 20% in total residential sales, with Ankara following 

at 11% and Izmir at 6%, both slightly lower than the last year. 

   

The conclusion we have made at the end of this section in our previous issue seems still 

intact:  “As seen from these important developments, the interest on Turkish markets still 

continues despite the double election year and the past events of December 17 & 24. As we 

have always stated, we believe that the long-term bullish stance is intact and we see no 

reason to change our main theme unless something extraordinary happens.” 
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Philosopher’s Stone 

 

What we have stated in this section of the previous issue still covers what we really think. 

Therefore, we reiterate what we have stated, and will be checking each point just next to it 

in RED, to see if there is any change or update on the issue. 

“It is really surprising to see that most of the points we have stated in The Alchemy IV are 

still valid, either as a wrap-up point or as a risk. We are aware that only a fool has the 

luxury of not checking his own views continuously, therefore we will keep an open mind to 

see any sign of deterioration.  Hence, it is time for us to look at the developments and 

review our strategy if needed. 

 

 As stated numerously, Turkey is a net importer of energy, therefore we would be 

living with a certain level of CAD. In this regard, we believe that government’s 

move on Northern Iraqi oil & gas reserves are extremely appropriate. Let alone the 

annual profit of USD 2 billion on the pipeline, the control of such energy is crucial 

given Turkey’s geographical strategies. Actually things are getting better and we 

are starting to access Northern Iraqi oil & gas officially, supported by the 

declaration of Tupras about using this source.   

 

 As expected, Turkey benefited from the recent peak of the FX by increasing the 

exports and decreasing the imports. First 4 months’ CAD figure shows us a huge 

recovery, almost 30% decrease in CAD figure. In 2014, CAD will definitely shrink as 

we have expected and forecasted and will provide cushion for the relative decrease 

in growth. Exactly as stated and we have seen a huge decrease in CAD, almost 30%, 

reaching to only 5.7% of the GDP at the year end. 

 

 We believe that the independency of the CBRT is crucial and is above everything. 

We see the recent attack of the PM very very dangerous and we fear that loss of 

such independency may de-rail the last 10 years’ development. Still is an issue 

unfortunately and is our biggest fear as this is a theme changing development. 

CBRT’s losing independence means the end of 10Y programme by Mr. Derviş, 

creating a political CBRT and most probably derailing the stability. 

 

 Although we previously stated “it will definitely not be able to reach a growth of 5% 

as expected in the Middle Term Program, our favoured economists expect a growth 

of 3-3,5% and a CAD of 6-6,5%, still quite manageable for 2014”, making us still 

more aggressive than anyone, we know give some chance for MTP figures to be 
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 reached. CAD is better than expected, thanks to the crashing oil prices and the 

huge FX volatility. As always stated, Turkey is extremely diversified in exports, 

therefore neither the value loss in € nor the problems in Russian market is not 

expected to affect the big figure and picture in exports. 

 

 Domestic demand is still intact and coupled with the international demand, they 

support the growth in an unexpected way. Still intact but not the only source to 

depend on. 

 

 We do not expect a downgrading from the investment grade as there is no more 

reason for it. Yet the result and the following events of the Presidential election is 

always a question mark. As expected. 

 

 As stated previously, we are in favour of freedom of different lifestyles and speech. 

Further anti-democratic pressure from the government may effect Turkey’s 

perception negatively, despite the 50% votes supporting the government. Still valid. 

 

 The CB has enormous reserves accumulated for the last 10 years. We see almost no 

risk of Balance of Payments or a speculative attack as the emission size is much 

lower than the cash reserves. We believe that size of the private external debt is an 

issue of profit, not crisis. Still valid. 

 

 We believe that foreign financial institutions, especially on the capital markets side, 

cannot fully understand the picture from abroad and unfortunately they have 

proven our thesis right in the last 6 months, therefore we suggest a re-thinking 

strategy before giving crucial decisions and re-checking of the models. Still valid. 

 

 We always suggest to check the integrity of the big picture rather than becoming 

moody depending on the reports of these financial institutions. We are inclined to 

keep our long term bullish approach as long as the main theme remains intact and 

not threatened by the wrong moves stated above, such as an attack on the 

independency of the CBTR, or more escalating intolerance on the political side. Still 

valid. 

 

 We believe that the result of the Presidential elections will be quite important and 

should be closely followed. Although the markets currently price the presidency of 

Mr. Erdoğan in a myopic way, the aftermath of the elections will be quite important 

as the future of AKP will be in question. Mr. Erdoğan’s presidency, if not followed 

by any other strong figure to hold together the party, may create further cracks in  
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the AKP, shaking the political stability. Still valid, yet will be taking more time. In 

order to control the party better and of course the country, Erdoğan is insisting on 

the Presidential system. We believe that Presidential system, without proper 

checks & balances, may lead a path to a Sultan, Jefe or a Tyrant. Given Turkey’s 

history with Sultans and Chiefs, we believe that the current system, despite its 

disadvantages, is the best system for us. 

 

 Given the huge supply, we are always cautious on residential sub-sector, especially 

if the interest rates start to accelerate up, which we do not expect in the near 

future. We still believe in the merits of remaining cautious, yet more optimistic that 

the supply may be diminished somehow without a crisis. Still sceptic, though. 

 

As stated previously, we keep our positive stance in the commercial real estate market and 

the only risks we perceive are the political fights, possible deterioration in fundamentals on 

the long run, the risks stated above and the huge stock in the residential sector. We also 

expect more foreign capital investing once we come to a new equilibrium, probably after 

the presidential elections. Yet, we put our clause on the risks stated above and unless the 

main theme is threatened, we will be sticking to our long-term bullish approach. Still valid 
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